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1. Introduction 
This paper contains new conditions which characterize R-spaces among compact connected 
Riemannian manifolds M” isometrically and fully imbedded in IR”+q. See for instance [ 12,16,8] 
for definitions. 
The class of R-spaces is a very important one from the point of view of Differential Geometry. 
There are many interesting results concerning them and they are the subject of current research in 
the area. As a very important example, we would like to mention the well-known paper [ 171, where 
Thorgbergson proves that every compact, irreducible, full, isoparametric submanifold of Iw”+q 
(4 3 3) is in fact an R-space. 
In [ 131 a characterization of R-spaces is given in terms of the canonical covariant derivative 
of the second fundamental form introduced in [ 141. The common sources of 1141, and [ 131 are 
the beautiful papers [5] and [ 151. In the former, submanifolds of lR”+~ with parallel second 
fundamental forms are shown to coincide with symmetric R-spaces and in the last, Frenet frame 
methods are proven useful to study these submanifolds. 
There are several other articles which contain different characterizations of symmetric R-spaces; 
namely [ 1,6,18]. In the present paper we consider the results of these late articles as well as [ 151 in 
order to present what we consider are their natural extensions to corresponding characterizations of 
general R-spaces. We feel that it is interesting to place all these results together to have an adequate 
perspective of them and at the same time consider their extensions to the general situation. The 
results we obtain, in almost all cases, depend in a strong and seemingly delicate way of a tensor 
whose geometric interest has already been noticed in [3]. 
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In Section 2, once the necessary definitions are recalled, we consider the results of the above 
mentioned papers [ 1,6,15] and [ 181. In Section 3 we introduce the “canonical connection” which 
is the basic tool to obtain the required extensions; recalling the main result from [ 131, and one 
of the basic axioms of the algebraic characterization of R-spaces from [7]. Then we are ready 
to obtain the results of this paper namely the extension of the theorems of Section 2 to general 
R-spaces. 
2. Preliminaries 
Throughout this paper we shall work under the following hypothesis. 
General Hypothesis. M” will denote a compact connected Riemannian manifold and i : M” + 
iR”+q will be an isometric imbedding. Furthermore we assume that this imbedding is full, i.e., 
i (M”) is not contained in any proper affine subspace of IP+q. 
Let VR and V” denote the Riemannian connections in M” and the Euclidean space IKtq 
respectively. We shall denote by (. , .) the inner product in E?‘+q and by g( . . .) the induced 
Riemannian metric on M”. As usual o will denote the second fundamental form of the imbedding 
and V’ the connection on the normal bundle. We shall denote by Va the covariant derivative of 
the second fundamental form as defined in [ 10, II]. 
We recall now other definitions and notations. For p E M” and a unit vector X in T,,(M), the 
tangent space to M” at p, we consider the affine subspace S(p, X) = p + Span{X, T,(M)l} c 
IRnfq. If U = W(p) is a small open neigborhood of p in M”, the intersection i (t/j n S(p, X) 
can be considered the image in M” of a regular curve 1/ (s) parametrized by arc length. This curve 
is defined in an open interval (--E, E) c R and satisfies y(O) = p and y’(O) = X. We shall 
denote by c(s) = i(v(s)) the curve image of y in !P+“. In [ 11 B.Y. Chen proves the i‘ollowing 
mce result. 
Theorem 1. Under the General Hypothesis, if i(M”) is contained in u sphere in WJrirt, then the 
second fundamental form of the imbedding is Riemannian parallel (Va = 0) (f and only (f,firr 
each point p E M” and each unitary vector X E T,,(M”) the corresponding normal section c is 
pointwise planar ut p, i.e., c’(0) A c”(0) A c”‘(0) = 0. 
This theorem combined with the main result of [5] yields a geometric characterization of 
symmetric R-spaces. 
Theorem 2. Under the General Hypothesis, [fi(M”) is contained in a sphere in i&Y+“, then M” 
is a symmetric R-space if and only iffor each point p E M” and each unitary vector X E T,, ( IV”) 
the corresponding normal section c is pointwise pianar at p, i.e., c’(O) A c”(O) A c,“‘(O) = 0. 
To consider other results characterizing symmetric R-spaces we need to recall more definitions. 
Let J c Iw be an open non empty interval. A Cx regular curve c : .I + W+~ parametrized 
by arc length is called a Frenet curve of osculating rank r 3 I if for each t E J the derivatives 
r’(t), . . . , CC’) (t) are linearly independent while c’(f), . . _ . ccr+‘)(t) are linearly dependent. 
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Let VI(~), . . . , Vr(t) be the orthonormal frame over c(t) obtained by applying the Gram- 
Schmidt orthonormalization process to the frame c’(t), . . . , c(‘)(t). One has on .7 the Frenet 
curvatures of the curve c which are defined by ki (t) = (V’(t), Vi+,(t)) for t E 1, and i = 
1 7 . . . t r - 1. Here V/(t) denotes Vc!tcr, Vi and ki (t) >O,Vt~Jandi=l,..., r-l.Following 
well established notation [9,6] we say that a Frenet curve in IRn+q with constant Frenet curvatures 
ki(t), i = 1,. . . , r - 1, is a W-curve. 
The next result, due to W. Strtibing [15], gives another nice characterization of symmetric 
R-spaces this time in terms of the nature of the Riemannian geodesics of M” as curves in IP+q. 
Theorem 3. Under the General Hypothesis, the following statements are equivalent: 
(A) M” is a symmetric R-space and i its canonical imbedding. 
(B) For each p E M” and each unitary X E T,(M”), if y is the geodesic on M” defined 
by X then c(t) = i(y (t)) is a W-curve in IWnfq for which the fields VI, V,, V=,, . . . , Vzt+l, . . . 
are tangent to M” along c, the fields V2, Va, Vg, . . . , Vzt, . . . are normal to M” along c and 
V,‘Vz[ = 0, for1 > 1. 
Comments. The proof of (A) =+ (B) follows from [15, p. 401 and the main result of [5]. To 
prove the converse we just notice that V*(t) = a(y’(t), y’(t))/lla!(y’(t), y’(t))11 and kl(t) = 
Ila(y’(t), y’(t))/1 is constant by the hypothesis (B). Then ViV21 = 0 yields Vi(a(y’, y’)) = 0 
and in turn (Vx(r)(X, X) = 0. Now by Codazzi equation [2, p. 481 we have (Vo = 0) and again 
by [5] M” is a symmetric R-space and i is its canonical imbedding. 
The next result characterizing symmetric R-spaces that we would like to consider is due to 
D. Fetus and S. Schirrmacher and to be able to mention it, we need some preliminary comments. 
We first quote a lemma from [6] which is of independent interest. 
Lemma 4. Let c : J -+ K’+p be a W-curve of osculating rank r, of infinite length and 
parametrized by arc length. If c( J) is bounded then the rank r is even, r = 2m. Furthermore 
there are m pairs ofpositive constants (al, r-l), (az, rz), . . . , (a,, r,) 
set of 2m orthonormal vectors ej , j = 1, . . . ,2m, in lEY’+q such that 
c(t) = c, + 2 .( ._ rZ e2, 1 sin(ait) + e2i COS(Uit)). 
i=l 
(unique up to order) and a 
(1) 
Following [6] we shall say that a W-curve in EY+q is generic if the real numbers {al, ax, . . . , a, } 
are independent over the rationals. This is equivalent o say that the closure c(IR) of the image of 
cinIPfq isatorusS’(rt) x Sl(r2) x . . . x S’(r,) C IR nfq Now we may state the mentioned . 
result from [6]. 
Theorem 5. Under the General Hypothesis, the following statements are equivalent. 
(A) M” is a symmetric R-space and i its canonical imbeddingt. 
(B) Let U be the unit tangent bundle of M”. There exists an open subset H c U such that for 
each X E H, if y is the geodesic in M” defined by X, then c(t) = i(y(t)) is a generic W-curve 
in iI%‘+q ; and (U - H) has measure zero. 
2’34 C. Stirrhr; et d. 
It is interesting to notice that it follows from Lemma 4 that the derivatives of odd order of c are 
tangent to the torus. There are m of them and in fact they generate the tangent space to the torus 
at the point /7 even if the curve c is not generic. By the same reason the derivatives of even order 
are all normal to the torus. Since the set (c’. . , d2”‘)} to be orthonormalized by Gram-Schmidt 
process splits into two orthogonal pieces, the process may be performed in each piece separately. 
This clearly implies that the vector fields VI. Vj, . Vzj_1, . . . still generate the tangent space 
to the torus at p. By Theorem 3 this implies that the tangent space to the torus at p is contained in 
7;,( ,iM). However only when y is generic, we can be sure that the whole torus is contained in M”. 
To close this section we mention the following result due to J. Vilms [ 181. It characterizes 
s:ymmetric R-spaces in terms of the GauB map Q, of the imbedding. 
Theorem 6. Under the General Hypothesis, the,fullowing statements are equil&ent. 
(A) The imbedding has parallel .~econd,fundamerztalJijrm. 
(B) The GUI@ map @ : M” --+ Gr(rz. 17 + q) of the imhedding is u totully geodesic immersion. 
As in the other cases this theorem and the main result of [5] yield. 
Theorem 7. Under the General Hypothesis, thefollovving statements are equivulrnt. 
(A) M” is a symmetric R-space anti i its canonical imbeddind. 
(B) Tlw Gaujj mup @ : M” + Gr(n. n + q) is a totully geodesic immersion. 
3. Main result 
We keep the notation used in Section 2 and introduce some new one. A linear connection 
V( on M” will be called canon&d if it satisfies V’g = 0 and V’D = 0 where I: denotes the 
Riemannian metric on M” and D( X. Y) = VX Y - 0; Y is the diflerence tensor of the Riemannian 
and Canonical connections. In general V“ is not symmetric. 
Let M” and i be as in Section 2 and let V” be a canonical connection on M”. In [ 141 a canonical 
covariant derivative of the second fundamental form of the imbedding was introduced as 
(V;ra)(Y. Z) = V,i(a(Y, Z)) - a(V;(Y, Z) - cr(Y, V;;cZ). (2) 
This derivative was used in [I.?] to obtain the following result which we shall need in this 
section. 
Theorem 8. Under the General Hypothesis, the manifold M” is an R-spucr und i i,s its canonical 
irnbedding {fund only if M” admits a canonical connection V” .such that V”w = 0. 
We would like to study now some properties of general R-spaces which will be needed in the 
pages to follow. 
In [7] an algebraic structure called double triple system is introduced and used to characterize 
R-spaces in similar fashion to [5] which is based on Jordan triple systems. Ferus makes also use 
of the construction, due to Meyberg [ 1 I], of Lie algebras from Jordan triple systems. 
Every R-space M” has naturally associated to it a double triple system which reduces to a 
Jordan triple system if M” happens to be symmetric. One of the axioms of the algebraic structure 
which we call, as in 171, Axiom 6 is the following 
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Lemma 9 (Axiom 6). In a general R-space M” the second fundamental form satisfies the fol- 
lowing identity for each point p E M” and every X, Y, Z E T,(M) 
a,(T(X, Y), Z) = a,(Y, D(X, Z)) - a,(X, WY, Z)); 
where T(X, Y) = D(Y, X) - D(X, Y) is the torsion of the connection V”. 
The presence of Axiom 6 in our imbedded manifold has the following important consequence. 
Lemma 10. rf i : M” --+ IP+q is an isometric imbedding and the manifold M” admits a 
canonical connection Vc which satisfies Axiom 6 then V”cr satisfies Codazzi equation, i.e., for 
each p E M” and X, Y, Z E T,(M) 
(V$x)(Y, Z) = (Vfa)(X, Z). 
Proof. From equation (2) and the definition of Vxa it follows that 
~v;~w~ z> = Wxa)(Y, z> + a(WX, Y>, Z) + cr(Y, D(X, Z)). 
By permuting the letters Y and X we obtain 
(V@)(X, Z) = (VN)(X, Z) + cr(D(Y, X), Z) + cr(X, WY, Z)). 
and by substraction of (3) from (4) 
(V@)(X, Z) - (V@)(Y, Z) 
= C(X, Y), Z) - [a(Y, D(X, Z)) -&X, D(Y, z))]. 
Then Axiom 6 gives the desired result. 
(3) 
(4) 
The following is our extended version of Theorem 2 characterizing eneral R-spaces in terms 
of normal sections. 
Theorem 11. Under the General Hypothesis, the following propositions are equivalent. 
(A) M” is an R-space and i is its canonical imbedding. 
(B) M” admits a canonical connection Vc which satisfies Axiom 6, i(M”) is contained in 
a sphere in LW+q and, for each p E M” and each unitary X E T,(M), the normal section 
c(t) = i(Yx(t)) satisfies 
c’(0) A c”(0) A c”‘(0) A a(X, D(X, X)) = 0, 
((V@)(X, X), a(X, WX, X))) = 0 
if D(X, X) # 0 and 
c’(0) A c”(0) A c”‘(o) = 0 
ifD(X, X) = 0. 
(C) M” admits a canonical connection Vc which satisfies Axiom 6 andfor each point p E M” 
and each unitary vector X E TP (M), the corresponding normal section c(t) = i (y (t)) satisjies 
c”‘(0) = k’(0) - 2a(X, D(X, X)), 
for some h E R. 
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Remark. Clearly statement (B) reduces to Theorem 2 when the difference tensor D vanishes 
identically on M”. 
Proof. Let us prove (A) =+ (B). By Theorem 8 of this section, M” admits a canonical connection 
Vi’ such that (V”a,) = 0 and by Lemma 9 we have that Axiom 6 is satisfied. Since i(M”) is an 
orbit in W”+q of a compact group of isometries we see that M” is contained in a sphere in IR”+Y. 
Let p be a point in M” and X E T,,(M) a unitary vector. Let v(r) = yx (I) be the normal 
section determined by X. To simplify notation we identify M” with i (M”). 
y’(O) = x, 
Y”(O) = v;y’ = Viy’ + cr(X, X) = ct!(X, X). 
y”‘(0) = viy” = 6” - &,cx.x,X + v,l(a(y’. y’)). 
In these conditions we have 
~$(a(+, y’)) = (Vxcr)(X, X) = (V;w)(X. X) - 2cr(D(X, X). X) (6) 
and therefore we may write 
~“‘(0) = V;*y’ - A,cx,x,X - 2clu(D(X. X). X). 
Since y is a normal section we have VGZYf - A,cx,x,X = hX for some h E IR and then 
Y”‘(O) is a linear combination of y’(O) and a(D(X, X), X). This clearly implies y’(0) A y”(O) A 
Y”‘(O) A a(D(X. X), X) = 0. Obviously the condition of orthogonality is satisfied and the proof 
of (A) =+ (B) is complete. 
TO prove (B) a (C) we take a point 1’ E M” and a unitary X E T,,(M). If y(r) = yx(t) is the 
normal section determined by X we have again equations (5). Since y’(0) A ~“(0) A Y”‘(O) A 
cr(D(X, X). X) = 0 we get 
V,lMy’, y’)) = aa(X, X) + ba(D(X. X), X), 
for some real numbers a and h. 
(7) 
Since M’* is contained in a sphere S in lP+q, which we may assume centered at 0, we can 
consider in M” the restriction t of the normal vector field <* defined on S by t*(x) = x, V.r E 
S = S(r). If we denote by A* the shape operator of S(r) in lRnf* then at each point p E M” and 
Y E T,,(M) At,,,Y = A&,,Y and V,‘t_ = 0. 
If we multiply equation (7) by t on y, we get 
(v~(~o”> I ), 6) = a(a(X, Xl, 6) + h(a(D(X. X), X), r;). 
But (w(D(X, X), X),$) = (D(X, X), A(X) = -(l/r)(D(X, X), X) = 0 because from the 
definition of D and the properties of the canonical connection it follows that it has the property 
(D(X, Y), Z) = -(Y, D(X. Z)). 
On the other hand, (cr(X, X), 6) = -(l/r)1/Xj/2 and, therefore, (V$(U(Y’, v’)), t(p)) = 
-a/r at the point p. 
Now, since v is parametrized by arc length and defined in an open interval (--E. F). at the point 
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and at t = 0 
0 = XMY’, v’), C(Y@>>) = (v;w’v Y’>>? HP)). 
This proves that a = 0 and then (7) reduces to 
V,l(a(v’, y’>> =ba(WX, Jo, Xl. (8) 
Now, since ((Vf;a)(X, X), o(X, D(X, X))) = 0, (6) and (8) yield b = -2. 
Since y is a normal section we have Vi*y’ - A,(x,x)X = hX for some A E JR. and then 
y”‘(0) = Q’(O) - 2U(D(X, X), X). 
This completes the proof of(B) + (C). 
To prove (C) =+ (A) we go back to equations (5) for an arbitrary normal section y defined 
by X at p. By (C) we have ~“‘(0) = hy’(0) - 2c_w(D(X, X), X) for some h and, since y is a 
I?2 normal section V, y’ - AaCx,x) X = @X = ~-if(O). Hence h = I;C and Via(~‘, JJ’), which is 
the normal component of v”‘(O), has to satisfy 
V,l(4Y’, v’>> = -2dWX, Xl, m. 
By (6) it follows from this equality that (V$x) (X, X) = 0 and this implies (V$x) (Y, Z) = 0 
because, by its definition and Lemma 10, (Vca) is symmetric in X, Yand Z. Now Theorem 8 of 
this section yields the desired conclusion. 
Remark. We would like to make a short comment on the reason for including the condition 
((V+)(X, X), cr(X, D(X, X))) = 0 in proposition (B) of Theorem 11. The following proposi- 
tion shows that the theorem uses all possible alternative conditions. 
Proposition 12. Under the General Hypothesis, assume that M” has a canonical connection V’. 
At the point p E M” take a unitary X E TP (M) and let y(t) be the normal section de$ned by X. 
Assume that Vi(a,(y’, y’)) = ~cY(D(X, X), X)for some h E Iw. Then 
(A + 2)(0734(X, X), u(X, WX, X))) = II(Vf;4(X, X)l12. 
Remark. This shows that, to get (&x)(X, X) = 0, the conditions are either h = -2 
(which is (C)) or the orthogonality that is contained in (B). Condition (C) avoids the require- 
ment of “sphericity” on M” because this serves only the purpose of eliminating a(X, X) from 
V$(ar(u’, y’)) and it is not necessary with condition (C). 
Proof. To simplify notation write e = (&x)(X, X). 
(6, a(X, WX, X>>) = t&X, WX, Xl) = -(NX, &X), X). 
Now D(X, ACX) = (V:A),X - (ViA)cX + A(D(X. X) which replaced above yields 
(t, w(X, D(X, X))) = -(A,X. D(X, X)) - ((V,R.4)EX, X) + ((V;A)[X. X) 
= -E, w(X, D(X. X))) - (V$(cu(Y’. y’)), 6) + (‘6.0 
and using the assumption we get 
(h + 2)((V;;a)(X, X). a(X, D(X, X))) = Il(V>a)(X. X)11’ 
which was to be proven. 
We present now our proposed extension of Theorem 3 in Section 2. 
Theorem 13. Under the General Hypothesis, M” is an R-space and i is its canonical imbedding 
ifand only g 
(i) M” admits a canonical connection V“ which satis$es Axiom 6. 
(ii) For each point p E M” and each unitary vector X E T,,(M), if y is the V-geodesic on 
M” defined by X, then c(t) = i(y(t)) is a W-curve in BY+4 oj~osculating rank r such that, for 
j = 1, . . r, the jth element of the Frenetfrume can be written V,(t) = P.,(t) + Q,(t); where 
P;(t) and Q,(t) are the tangent and normal components and sati?fi Vi, PI (t) = 0 = V+ Q, (t). 
Remark. The R-space is a symmetric R-space if and only if P2 = 0 for each unitary tangent 
vector X on M”. In this case the Frenet Frame takes the form described in Theorem 3. 
Proof. We have already noticed that (i) is necessary. To prove the necessity of (ii) let y(t) be a 
V-geodesic in M” with y (0) = p. Since clearly g ( y ‘. y ‘) is constant along y , we may think that 
~(y’, y ‘) = I, This means that c is parametrized by arc length. To simplify notation we identify 
Ill” and i (M’*). Let us consider the tirst two derivatives of c 
L.‘(t) = y’(t), 
c”(t) = v;y’ = D(y’, y’) + w(y’, y’). 
Then we have c”(t) = T2 + N2 (tangent and normal components) and V;, TX = 0 = V$Nz. 
Assume now that we have 
c(‘)(t) = Ti + N,, 
“;,7;. = 0 = V;N;, 
(9) 
where T, and N; are the tangent and normal components respectively. We want to prove now that 
cti+‘) has a similar decomposition. 
c”+“(t) = V,‘r + V;N;, 
?+‘)(t) = [II&‘, T;) - AN,y’] + cx(y’. T,) 
and by (9) we get V;,7;+r = 0 = V; N,+r Then the equations (9) hold for 1 < i < r. 
We have to show now that the curve c(t) is a Frenet curve. Let I be the open interval containing 0 
where the geodesic y is defined. For each t E 1 let r(t) be the natural number ( 1 < r(t) < n + q) 
such that, at the point t, the first r(t) derivatives of c(t) are linearly independent while d’+‘)(t) is a 
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linear combination of the first Y derivatives. Let to E I be a point such that r0 = r (to> 6 y(t) , Vt E 
I. There are real numbers al, a2, . . . , a,o+l, not all zero, such that Cy!: ajc(‘)(t,) = 0. With 
these real numbers we define a couple of real Coo functions on Z; namely 
h(t) = IIrg ajTj(t)il’, Z(t) = II’? ajNj(t)l12. 
j=l j=1 
They satisfy I-z(&) = I(&,) = 0 and h’(t) = 0 = Z’(t), Vt E I, and therefore are constant on I. 
This implies that r(t) = ro, Vt E I, and c(t) is a Frenet curve on I. We take r = r0 from now on. 
Our next task is to prove that the Frenet curvatures of c(t) are constant on Z and that we have 
the indicated expression for the Frenet frame along c. Once more we proceed by induction on 
j = l,..., r. For j = 1 we have 
V,(t) = c’(t) = PI(~) + Ql<t>, 
V;,P,(t) = 0 = Ql(t), 
/co(t) = I/c’(t) (( = 1. 
Now, assuming that we have reached the level i, we have 
(10) 
K(t) = pi(t) + Qi(t>t 
with P;(t) tangent, Q;(t) normal, VG,P;(t) = 0 = V; Qi(t) and ki-1 = const. 
We shall begin by proving that ki is constant. From its definition it follows that the function 
ki (t) satisfies 
ki(t> = II v/(t) + k-l Vi-1 (t>II 
and by using our inductive hypothesis it is easy to get 
[ki(t)12 = IID(y’, Pi) - AQ,~’ + ki-IPi- II2 + II~(Y’~ pi> + ki-1 Qi-1 l12. 
The two terms of this sum are easily seen to be constant by the inductive hypothesis and so ki is 
a positive constant since by definition ki(t) > 0 for 1 < i -C r. 
Now we can compute vi+, (t) by the formula 
K+l (t) = $[ y’(t) + ki-1 vi-1 (t>l 
, 
=--- i, [[D(Y’. pi> - A,,y + ki-1 pi-11 + [a(~“, f’i> + ki-1 Qi-111 
= i+,(t) + Qi+l(t> 
and since ki is constant we have, by induction, 
VG,Pi+l = 0 = V+Qi+l. 
This proves that condition (ii) is necessary. 
To prove the converse we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3 of Section 2 but with the 
canonical connection. In fact V2 = (l/kl)[V{ + k,V,] = (l/kl)[D(y’, y’) + cx(y’, y’)] and 
kl = IID(y’, y’) + a(~‘, y’)II is constant; then Q2 = (l/kl)a(y’, y’). Therefore (ii) implies 
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V,k(a!(y’. y’)) = 0. Since y is a V-geodesic (V$a)(X, X) = Vi(w(y’, y’)) = 0, by (i) we 
obtain (VU) = 0 and then applying theorem 8 of this Section we obtain the desired conclusion 
completing the proof of Theorem 13. 
Since Theorem 5 of Section 2 characterizes ymmetric R-spaces as those where almost every 
Riemannian geodesic is a generic W-curve, one could expect to have a similar result for general 
R-spaces with respect o V’-geodesics. However the following proposition shows that this is not 
the case. 
Proposition 14. Let M” be an R-space and X E TP (M) a unitary vector: If the image c(t) of the 
geodesic y in M” generated by X is a generic W-curve in Iw”+‘J, then D,,(X. X) = 0. 
Proof. If c(t) is a W-curve then the second derivative c”(0) is normal to the torus determined 
by the curve c(t) as in Lemma 4. On the other hand, since c is generic, the torus determined by 
c is just c(R) in TWn+q and it is clearly contained in M” = i(M”). This means that, in this case, 
c”(0) must be normal to M” at the point p. But c”(O) = D,,(X, X) + a,,(X, X) and therefore 
D,(X, X) = 0. 
It is clear then that the subset of the unit tangent bundle that could generate generic V-geodesics 
in a non symmetric R-space is a set of measure zero. In view of this fact and considering the way 
in which Theorem 5 of Section 2 is proven in [6] it is easy to see that condition (B) of Theorem 5 
of Section 2 is equivalent o the following. 
Condition (B’). Let U be the unit tangent bundle of M”. There exists an open subset H c U 
such that (U - H) has measure zero and for each X E H, if y is the geodesic in M” defined by 
X, then the third derivative c”‘(0) of the curve c(t) = i (y (t)) in IP+q is tangent o M” . 
We may state now the extended version. 
Theorem 15. Under the General Hypothesis M” is an R-space and i is its canonical imbedding 
if and only if 
(i) M” admits a canonical connection V” which satisfies Axiom 6. 
(ii) There exists an open subset H of the unit tangent bundle of M” such that (U - H) has 
measure zero and for each X E H, if y is the geodesic in M” de$ned by X, then the third 
derivativec”‘(0) ofthecurvec(t) = i(y(t)) inIw”+~ has theforrnc”‘(0) = V +a(X, D(X, X)) 
for some vector V E T&Q (M") . 
Remark. Clearly, if D c 0, this reduces to Theorem 5 of Section 2 with condition (B’) instead 
of(B). 
Proof. As before we identify M” and i (M”). Assume that M” is an R-space and take p E M” , 
X E T,(M) a unit vector. Let y be the V’-geodesic in M” determined by X. Then, at the point 
p we have 
c’(0) = x, 
c”(O) = D(X, X) + cr(X, X), (11) 
c”‘(0) = D(X, D(X, X)) - &(x,x) X + cr(X. D(X, X)) + V,l(a(y’, y’)). 
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But V,i(a(y’, y’)) = (V;a)(X, X) = 0 and so (ii) holds. We may take here H = U or any 
subset with the required property. We already know that (i) is true in an R-space. 
On the other hand if we have (i) and (ii) then for X E H we get from 11 that (V+)(X, X) = 0. 
By (i) we obtain, as before, (‘17’1~) = 0 and the theorem is proven. 
Finally we would like to propose an extension of Theorem 7 of Section 2 characterizing eneral 
R-spaces in terms of the Gaul3 map of the imbedding. Let 5 denote the Grasmannian Gr(n, n + s) 
of n-planes in IRn+q and @ : M” -+ S the GauB map of the imbedding i. Following [4], [ 19, p. 1741 
it is usual to define the second fundamental form of the Gaul3 map, which may be considered a 
section of the bundle L2(T(M), T(M); @-‘(T(s))) over Mn, as follows 
9 B(@)(Yt Jo = V&$(X) d@(Y) - d@(V;Y). (12) 
Theorem 7 of Section 2 characterizes ymmetric R-spaces M” as those imbedded in IKnfq for 
which Cp is an immersion with /3(e) = 0. The fundamental tool used by Vilms to get this result 
is the following (compare [ 18, p. 264 (I), (2)]). 
Lemma 16. There exists an isomorphism F : L (T (M), T(M)‘) + V’ (T (9)) such that 
(i) d@ = F o a, i.e., [d@(X)](Y) = Fa(X, Y); 
(ii) F preserves connections, i.e., /?(a) = F o (vu). 
The first part of the lemma is just the usual identification of T@cP) (9) = L(TP (M), T,(M)‘) 
which gives, for X E T,(M), the map d@(X) = a,(X, -) : T,(M) + T,(M)‘. The funda- 
mental observation of J. Vilms is that this isomorphism “preserves connections,” i.e., the covariant 
derivative of the second fundamental form corresponds to the “covariant derivative ofthe derivu- 
tiveof@“asasectionofthebundleT*(M)@@-’(T(s)) -+ M” with respect o the connection 
V# = V R @ @-’ (V9). By definition, V#(d @) is the second fundamental form /3 (@) of the Gaul3 
map which gives the expression (12). 
The extension of Theorem 7 of Section 2 may be written as follows 
Theorem 17. Under the General Hypothesis M” is an R-space and i is its canonical imbedding 
if and only if 
(i) M” admits a canonical connection V” which satisjies Axiom 6. 
(ii) The GauJ map @ is an immersion whose secondfundamentalform satisfies /3(Q)(X, X) = 
d@(D(X, X)) + d@(X)(D(X, ->I. 
Proof. First we see that the conditions are necessary. For (i) this is clear. To show that (ii) is 
necessary we begin by proving that Q, is an immersion. 
Since M” is compact there is a point p E M” where the so called relative nullity index 
k(p) = dim{X E T,(M) : a,(X, Y) = 0, VY E T,(M)) IS zero. On the other hand it is well 
known that k(p) = 0, for each p E M”, implies that <p is regular, i.e., d@ is injective and @ is 
an immersion. Now by Theorem 8 of this section, we have V”a = 0 and under this hypothesis it 
is easy to prove that the relative nullity index is constant on M”. Then + is an immersion. 
To prove the indicated identity for the second fundamental form we recall that the definitions 
of Or, D and the condition VCa = 0 imply 
(Vxa)(Y, 2) = a(D(X, Y), Z) + tr(Y, D(X, Z)), 
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and making Y = X. 
(V,Ya)(X, Z) = a(D(X, Xl, Z) + a(X, D(X. .a>. Cl.?) 
By applying the isomorphism F of the lemma to both sides of (13) and forgetting the vector Z, 
we obtain 
B(@)(X. x> = d@(D(X. X)) + dQ(X)(D(X, -jj. (14) 
which is the indicated identity. 
To prove the converse we just apply F- ’ to both sides of (14) and then get ( 13) which clearly 
implies (V;ja)(X, Y) = 0, VX. Y. Since by (i) (Vfraj(Y. Z) is symmetric in X and Y we get the 
desired result. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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